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Go to Hell is an installation and performance work set on the threshold between gesture and sound and
between the worlds of the dead and the living, premiered in Stockholm in October 2013. The
choreographies by Marie Fahlin (SWE), the sound and light installation by Gerhard Eckel (AU) and
video art by Anders Elberling (DK) and Jörgen Dahlqvist (SWE) as well as the electronic music by
Henrik Frisk (SWE) all relate to the gestural and conceptual content of Toccata Orpheus, a composition
for guitar solo by the German composer Rolf Riehm (DE) composed in 1990. This presentation
discusses the artistic application of motion capture data in the making of Go To Hell. In Riehm’s piece,
the bodily action of the performer is treated as an intentional compositional parameter and the notated
structure thus generates a specific choreography in performance. In this choreographed multi-media
work, motion capture of my performance of the guitar composition “Toccata Orpheus” by Rolf Riehm
(1990) became the source for a light and sound installation by Gerhard Eckel which transforms human
movement into movement of light and sound in huge proportions between the twelve offices found up
along one of the walls in the reactor hall. In Go To Hell, the inhuman nature of the reactor, situated
almost 30 meters below the ground, has several specific functions as a setting for a piece which relates
to the Orpheus myth. The audience descends on a stairway to the underworld and the piece wishes to
evoke something of the sense of danger that must have accompanied Orpheus’ descent to Hades. In
Toccata, Orpheus it is the radical expression of the lyre player’s art that threatens the order of the
underworld. Orpheus plays a high-risk game and exposes all the tricks of his musical and scenic skills
expressed in intense choreographies of hand and arm movements. Hence, the choreographies, based
on the movement material in the guitar piece, become a contrasting layer to the sound and light installation
in the space. In the choreographies, human agency is expressed in an in-human environment. The focus
of the presentation is exactly this tension between the human and the violence of technology. The
presentation builds a discourse around the display of materials from the piece as video, sound and
movement, performed live by the presenter and the dan tranh player Nguyen Thanh Thuy.
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